
PREREQUISITES:
None

MODE:
Instructor-led

AUDIENCE:
›  Project Managers
›  3PL Consultants
›   Operations Managers/ 

Supervisors
›  Operational Personnel

COURSE LOCATIONS:
›  Atlanta, GA Learning Center
›  Berkshire, UK Learning Center
›  On-site at your facility

HOW TO REGISTER:
Contact learning@manh.com

Transportation Management is apart of a comprehensive series of hands-on training courses offered through Manhattan 
Training and Change Management Services.

The combination of instructor led courses with our experienced Education Consultants and activity-based hands on learning 
provides you with a dedicated learning team, all the resources you need to create efficiency and obtain a return on your 
investment sooner.

How do you know if you can benefit from Transportation Management and the associated training to adapt it to your 
business needs? 

›  Are you looking for a solution to improve your transportation results?

›  Are you trying to improve on-time delivery and provide dependable customer service?

›  Do you need to monitor carrier performance against contracts?

›  Would you benefit from a transportation execution system that adapts decisions based on your business rules and actual 
performance results?

›  Would you like to reduce transportation costs, improve service levels and increase network visibility?

›  How would you benefit from taking control of your Transportation Lifecycle—in part or in whole from contract generation 
through payment of freight invoices?

®
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PRODUCT TRAINING COURSES



PRODUCT TRAINING COURSE

The Transportation Management software enables you to manage domestic and international transportation across all modes. Learn how to define 
transportation terms, configure basic elements of the application, navigate system, and execute the solutions through a series of hands-on activities.

Shipment Planning        
Minimizing the number of shipments through order 
consolidation

Identifying the best modes and carrier subject to:

›  Availability

›  Contractual obligations

›  Required service levels

›  Historical performance at the lane level cost

Tendering

›  Automated communication

›  Adapts to carrier rejection or failure to respond

Tracking

›  Provides a single view to you, the shipper

›  Leverages EDI integration with large carriers

›  Enables web integration with non-EDI carriers

Freight Payment

›  Validates invoices against authorized shipments

›  Enables shippers to focus only on exceptions


